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Auxiliary Species - Definition of Auxiliary View is an orthographic representation made in such a way that the lines of sight are not parallel to the main projection planes (frontal, horizontal or profile). There is an infinite number of possible supporting ideas about a particular object. Why are support views used? When creating engineering drawings, you often
need to show objects in a view where they appear to be true size, so that they can be dimensional. The object is usually located in such a way that the main surfaces and objects are either parallel or perpendicular to the main planes. Views are usually selected in such a way that most objects can be seen in the three main views. Views from the front, top, left
or right are often drawn. Many objects are quite complex, and the three main types may not be better at presenting the geometry of the part. Some features may not show the true size and shape in these views, or may be hidden. In this case, one or more supporting views are usually drawn. Primary support views are projected from one of the main views.
Secondary auxiliary views are projected from the main auxiliary view. Imagine an object in a fixed position. As an observer, you can move freely around the object. You can look at the object so that some features are visible as well as true size and shape. The number of possible views is infinite. Determining what opinions to provide is a critical decision. Too
many views can make drawing difficult to read and more expensive to create. Omitting views that provide the true number of representations of objects will make it impossible to measure the drawing correctly. Understand that the person producing the piece will have to turn it on as it is done. You should provide views that will help in the production and give
an idea of the geometry of the object. Drawing auxiliary views Although auxiliary species are projected onto planes that are prone to basic projection planes, they are still classified as rethographic species. The lines of sight are still parallel to each other and are perpendicular to the projection plane. Therefore, when reading lines on an object in an auxiliary
view adjacent to the main view, the same rules apply to reading lines in adjacent main views. To use an auxiliary view to show the true surface size (TS), the view must exist or be drawn where the surface is displayed as a line. It is not possible to show the oblique surface of TS in the primary auxiliary view. After as a given or built view showing the surface as
a line, is identified by projecting this surface onto a plane parallel to it, its TS will show. Full supporting representations are not usually drawn in the industry. It is much more common to see partial supporting views that show only TS features. As most other surfaces will be foreshortened, the full auxiliary view becomes becoming hard to read. For training, we'll
use mostly examples that show full support views, and you'll draw full support views in your assignments. In this article, you'll learn about the supporting view - its types, methods, and how to draw it. So let's get started. When drawing an orthographic projection, such lines of the object, parallel to the main or vertical plane, are presented better. Those lines
that tilt towards the main plane do not show the actual length. In this case, the picture is prepared by placing the plane parallel to the sloping surface. Such an aircraft is called an auxiliary aircraft. The picture taken on this plane is called Auxiliary View. The size and shape of this picture are actual. It is assumed that the auxiliary plane is parallel to the sloping
surface. If this plane is perpendicular to some basic plane, the picture in this image is called primary auxiliary representations. If the auxiliary plane is not perpendicular to any main plane, the shape formed on such a plane is called secondary auxiliary species. Auxiliary views have been prepared on a reference line. If the auxiliary view lies evenly on either
side of the line of reference, it is called symmetrical auxiliary views. Although, if it lies on one side just from the line of reference, it is called Unilateral Auxiliary Opinions. If the auxiliary representation does not evenly lie on either side of the line of reference, it is called Bilateral auxiliary views. Regraphic projections are prepared before the auxiliary
presentations are prepared. The view in which the sloping lines show the actual length, perpendiculars are erected there with sloping lines to obtain actual length. The width and other details are collected from a different point of view. Typically, the part of the sloping surface is given in the auxiliary view. The rest of the parts in the main plane are ignored. This
auxiliary species is called the Partial Auxiliary Species. If a full auxiliary view is prepared, the part of the sloping surface does not appear completely. Therefore, the full auxiliary is not prepared. Don't forget to watch the video below. If the auxiliary view lies evenly on either side of the line of reference, it is called symmetrical auxiliary views. If the auxiliary
representation does not lie evenly on either side of the line of reference, it is called Unsymmetrical Auxiliary views. There are two types of Unsymmetrical Auxiliary View: i. One-way view. Bilateral view. i. One-way view: If the auxiliary view is completely on one side of the line of reference, it is called a one-way view. Bilateral view: If the representation lies on
one side of the line of reference unsymmetrically, that it is called Bilateral view. The name of the auxiliary views is given according to the sloping lines in the main plane. For example, if the sloping surface is visible in the front plane, then this auxiliary species will be called Frontal Auxiliary View. If the sloping surface is seen in the upper plane, then this
auxiliary species will be called Top Auxiliary View. Similarly, if a sloping surface is seen in a profile plane, then such an auxiliary new one will be called a supportive profile. The classification of an auxiliary view against sloping lines is a follow-up. This species, which is perpendicular to one main plane and makes a sloping appearance with the other two main
planes called the Primary Auxiliary View. There are three types of primary auxiliary species due to the three main planes as follows: i. Front auxiliary view. ii. Upper auxiliary form. iii. Side auxiliary view. This auxiliary species, which is prepared in such a plane, which is not perpendicular to any of the main planes, is called secondary auxiliary species. This view
is formed when the sloping surface of an object is neither parallel nor perpendicular to any of the main planes. This auxiliary is called the Double Auxiliary Species. Auxiliary views are named after the name of the aircraft, with which the sloping surface of the object is perpendicular. For example, if the sloping surface is perpendicular to the frontal plane, then
such a supporting part will be called Frontal Auxiliary View. During drawing it is attached to the front plane. If the sloping surface is perpendicular to the upper plane, the auxiliary will be called Top Auxiliary Views. During drawing it is attached to the top plane. Similarly, if the sloping surface is perpendicular to the profile plane, then such an auxiliary will be
called the Support View Profile. While drawing, it is attached to the profile plane. Only a detail of its sloping surface is displayed while drawing an auxiliary view. Details of all the other parts seen on the plane are ignored. This auxiliary is called partial auxiliary species. If a full view is ready, it is no more clear. Thus, the part representing the auxiliary plane
creates ambiguity for the representation of the main plane. Thus, full supporting submissions have not been prepared. To prepare the supporting presentation, length and other details about the supporting views are obtained by making predictions from the sloping surface. Whereas, the width and other details are derived from other views, such as Side View,
Top View, to complete the supporting views. Read also: The picture of the building and its types. (Comprehensive Guide). Go to The Content Drawing Practice 2 In this problem, round the hole on a sloping surface and drilled through an object. The hole appears elliptical in. front and side views due to distortions. It will appear in its true form on the supporting
view. Remember that the auxiliary is designed in terms of a sloping surface. Complete View. The isometric view of the rectangular block is shown in the rice. 11.1. Block angles are used to position the DF line in space. Three atchographic representations in the first angular projection are given in rice. 11.2, and it will be obvious that the predicted length of the
DF line in each view will be equal in diagonal length on each of the rectangular faces. The angles coming to the viewing position are displayed as ABCD, etc.; corners on the remote side are marked with rings. To find the true length of the DF, an auxiliary projection must be drawn, and the viewing position must be square with the DF line. The first auxiliary
projection in rice. 11.2 gives the true required length, which is part of the right-angle triangle of the DFG. Note that auxiliary views are drawn on airplanes, in addition to the main projection planes. The plan is projected from height and height from the plan. Since this first auxiliary species is projected, and from the true plan, it is known as the first auxiliary
height. Other auxiliary views could be projected from this auxiliary height if necessary. The true length of the DF could also be obtained by projection from the front or final height, viewing at 90 to the line, and pic. 11.3 shows these two alternatives. The first auxiliary plan from the foreground of the End Plan Height Front Height End Height First auxiliary height
First auxiliary height height gives the FDH triangle, and the first auxiliary plan from the end of the height gives the FCD triangle as the right angular triangle. Figure 11.4 shows the front height and the view of the box plan. The first auxiliary plan is drawn in the direction of arrow X. Now the PH is an imaginary plane datum at right angles to the direction of view;
Perpendicular distance from angle A to plane is displayed as measurement 1. When the first kind of auxiliary plan is drawn, the box is actually turned through 90 in the direction of the X arrow, and the angle of the A will be located above the plane at a perpendicular distance equal to dimension 1. The view of the support plan is a true view of the sloping box. If
the view is now taken in the direction of the Y arrow, the sloping box will be rotated through 90 in the direction of the arrow, and the measurement 1 to the corner will lie parallel to the plane of the paper. The remaining seven corners of the box are projected as directed, and are arranged in dimensions to the plane of the PL in the front height. Matchbox can be
used here as a model to assess the position in space for each projection. The second auxiliary height of the First Auxiliary Plan Second Auxiliary Height First auxiliary plan The same box was In rice. 11.5, but the first auxiliary auxiliary were taken from the plan in a way described in the previous example. The second auxiliary plan, projected in accordance
with the Y arrow, requires sizes from the P1'1 plane, which are taken, as before, from the plane of the PP. Again, check the predictions shown with the matchbox. All of the following examples use the principles demonstrated in these two problems. Part of the square pyramid is shown in rice. 11.6; The designs for the eight corners in both auxiliary types are
identical to those described for the box in the rice. 11.4. Auxiliary projections from the cylinder are shown in the pic. 11.7; Note that the width of the chords in the first auxiliary plan is taken from the true plan. Each of the twelve dots around the circle is built this way and then projected to an auxiliary height. Distances from the plane OF II Auxiliary Altitude
Second Auxiliary Height First Auxiliary Plan First auxiliary plan are used from the P1'1 plane. Auxiliary projections of any irregular curve can be made by building positioning sequence points from true representation and reuniting them with the curve in the supporting view. Figure 11.8 shows the front height and the view of the thin laminate plan in the shape
of the letter L. Lamine is tilted over the plane of the date of the PP, and the front height looks like a straight line. The true shape is projected above as the first auxiliary form. With this plan in mind, the auxiliary height has been projected according to Arrow F, and the angles above the datum of the P1'1 plane will be the same as those above the original PL
plane. A typical A-point measurement was added as a measurement of 1. To help in understanding, the true shape can be cut from a piece of paper and located above the book to assess how the laminate is in space; then you will see that the height above the corner A book will be a size 2. Now the view in the direction of the G arrow parallel to the surface
of the book will give the laminate shown projected above the datum P2'2. The purpose of this exercise is to show that if only two auxiliary projections are given in isolation, you can draw predictions to find the true shape of the component, as well as get the component back, parallel to the plane paper. The view in the direction of arrow H was drawn and taken
90 degrees to the lower edge containing angle A; As a result, the view of a straight line of true length is located below the datum of the P3'3 plane. Lamine is located in this view in a perpendicular position above the paper, with the lower edge parallel to the paper and at a distance equal to measuring 4 from the surface. The J view now addresses the square
to this projected view and is positioned above the datum P4'4 to give the true shape of the laminate. In rice. 11.9, the laminate was made from the ACBD test site in development and bent along AB axis; again, a piece of paper, cut to this shape and bent at an angle, can provide some help. This front elevation and the position of the plan is a curved laminate
in space, and this exercise is given here, since each line used to form laminate in these two species is not true length. It will be seen that if the view is now drawn in the direction of the X arrow, which is at right angles to the AB bend line, the resulting projection will give the true length of ab, and this line will also lie parallel to the plane of paper. Looking along
the folds in the direction of the Y arrows, the two angles A and B will appear to match; In addition, AD and B.C. will appear as the true length of the HEIGHTS of DE and FC. The development can now be drawn because the positions of E and F points are known by the true length of AB. The lengths of the AD, DB, BC and CHANGE sides come from the
design of the template. Was this article useful? Realize your dream of becoming a professional pencil drawing artist. Learn the art of pencil drawing from experts. Complete guide to the qualities of Pencil Drawing Artist.Get My Free Ebook Ebook auxiliary view engineering drawing pdf. auxiliary view engineering drawing ppt. auxiliary view engineering drawing
examples. give two importance of an auxiliary view in engineering drawing design. importance of auxiliary view in engineering drawing
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